Recent surveys conducted in the field of Power Control and Engineering show that photovoltaic (PV) systems are currently being discussed worldwide and research on the same is being carried globally. It is necessary to optimize the expanding use of photovoltaic systems through error detection in Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) systems. Through this paper, an attempt is made to develop an efficient photovoltaic MPPT system using hybrid fuzzy technique to extract maximum power under a multivariable environment (changing temperature and irradiance). The MPPT system using Hybrid Controller (combining PID & FLC) has an increased efficiency and optimized output in comparison to the MPPT system using PID and Fuzzy individually. The system has explored a concept of computing academic performance indices with three MPPT models for future research based on global MPP calculation.
Introduction
The power output from photovoltaic (PV) systems is the largest when it is operated at the Maximum Power Point (MPP). Practically, under Standard Test Conditions (STC) it is obtained at temperature 25°C and irradiance 1000 W/m 2 . A MPP Tracker is used to maintain this set point under a multivariable environment i.e. varying temperature and varying irradiance. Two different types of tracking systems are known: Passive and Active. Whereas a number of MPPT strategies are available based on single or multivariable approach designed using conventional or intelligent controllers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Various types of MPPT systems are designed to meet voltage regulation, frequency regulation, power and harmonics control with quick response time, reduced error and increased gain. However, due to difference in real time system and results of digital simulated system it is sometimes not adaptable to obtain MPP in multivariable environment. Thus, there arises the need of error detection and optimization. The SPC (Statistical Process Control) management tool compiles an overall mathematical measure for multiple sets of simulation and determines performance index. The performance index estimates errors in the output. The appropriate response is calculated by detecting and reducing errors between measured and required set point.
The performance index approximates the process performance. It delivers an index for a process which measures how close a process is running to its desired specification limits, relative to the variability of the process. The larger the index, the lesser is the functional capability of system, i.e., system does not operate at its full potential and the output is not within specified limits. Performance indices are classified as (a) Academic and (b) Practical indices. Academic indices are straight forward and computed along with simulation of the process or system being run at different instants of time. On the other hand, Practical indices are calculated for the final response obtained after the system has been simulated. It is found that academic performance indices are generally preferred over practical ones as the quantitative characterization is directly and quickly obtained when simulating with academic indices. Moreover, they are adaptive to changing environmental conditions. The other advantages include fast computation and reduced complexity of physical set up that raises the cost of the system when used with practical indices [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The approach used in the present work is to determine academic performance indices and thereby optimize MPPT system through attainment of suitable tuning and scaling gain constants. The tuning and scaling gain constants are evaluated on integral of error. The error is computed by difference of voltage obtained from PV and converter subsystem and desired set point at STC (21.07 V). The academic performance indices are computed and direct comparison between different MPPT systems using different sets of tuning parameters is obtained.
Design and Simulation of Three MPPT Systems
Three MPPT systems [1] [2] [3] are designed using conventional controller (PID), intelligent controller (FLC) and fusion of both, i.e., hybrid controller (PD+I FLC) [4] [5] [6] . The commercially available Solarex MSX-60W panel is designed using mathematical Simulink modeling in MATLAB. Thereafter, Buck converter (Step Down) is connected across the output of panel to achieve STC [4] [5] [6] . The output of the converter is adjusted to the set point (21.07 V), and the controller is used to monitor set point under multivariable environment. The controller delivers a control function that acts as an input to make the converter output approach the set point. Different gain constants of controllers are tested and tuned to achieve optimized results for the converter output by minimizing error. Error is generated by difference in output obtained from converter to the desired i.e., 21.07 V.
For PID, the tuning gains are three gain control parameters KP (Proportional gain), KI (Integral gain) and KD (Derivative gain). For FLC, it is the fuzzy sets i.e., the number and type of membership functions with crossover points and its respective range (i.e., Universe of Discourse formulated with set of rules). For Hybrid PD+I FLC, in addition to FLC, four scaling gains i.e., GU (normalization gain), GE (proportional gain), GCE (derivative gain) and GIE (integral gain) are added and the system is tuned to achieve appropriate results.
The academic performance metrics include: IAE (Integral of Absolute Error), ISE (Integral of Square Error), ITAE (Integral of Time multiplied by Absolute Error) and ITSE (Integral of Time multiplied by Square Error). The computed errors are minimized for integral of error e(t). These are described below:
ISE (Integral of Squared Error):
It is an analytical approach that uses linear quadratic weights for tracking set point based on cumulative sum of error. It is calculated using Parseval's theorem. The expression for ISE is:
IAE (Integral of Absolute Error):
It is a non-analytical form of error based on computing integral for a sum of areas below and above set point without adding any weights to track set point. The expression for IAE is:
ITSE (Integral of time multiplied by Squared Error):
This criterion is used to check long duration errors, where an additional factor of time is multiplied with fast settling time. The expression for ITSE is:
ITAE (Integral of time multiplied by Absolute Error):
This measure tunes system rapidly when compared to all other indices. It possesses various other features like easy applicability, optimal selectivity, and reliability. The least value of ITAE provides appropriate selectivity of the system performance. The expression for ITSE is:
The three MPPT systems i.e., conventional (PID), intelligent (FLC) and hybrid controller (PD+I FLC) are developed and simulated for obtaining ISE, IAE, ITSE and ITAE for multivariable conditions. Different temperatures in the range of 0°C to 45°C with varying Gaussian irradiance function are considered for same. The MPPT system performance is analyzed by using the converter voltage output and academic indices obtained. The system with least errors and the converter output close to set point yields optimized results, and thus are preferred for utility-based applications.
Firstly, the calculation of academic errors is done in MPPT system using Proportional Integral and Derivative controller. PID evaluates past error using proportional tuning factor KP, present error using integral factor KI and future predictive error using derivative of obtained error KD due to difference in output obtained from converter to the desired i.e., 21.07 V. Since the outputs and error indices are not appreciably good, simulation is then carried out using Fuzzy Logic controller. Fuzzy logic offers a promising solution to this conceptual design of MPPT through fuzzy modeling by removing the dependence of tuning using a set of rules that automatically monitors system closer to set point.
In this context, Mamdani type FLC using two inputs (error E (n) and change in error ΔE (n)) with one output (duty cycle of converter) is designed. The effect of interaction between the two input parameters (E (n) and ΔE (n)) with output parameter duty cycle (DC) is tested for various types of membership functions using three and five subsets. From observations, three Gaussian functions are chosen for which crossover point 0.5 is selected. The universe of discourse for the input variable E (n) is chosen to be [-0.01, +0.15] and ΔE (n) is taken as [-10 , +10] while the output variable duty cycle is chosen to be as [-0.4, 0] to monitor MPP for developed MPPT model.
The nine rules corresponding to same are written in rule editor of the Fuzzy Inference System and are fired when the input is given to the controller. Based on these rules, the system works, and the implication method is applied. The generalization or outputs obtained after the implication method are aggregated and the defuzzification is done to find the crisp output.
The MPPT system designed using a Fuzzy Logic Controller is given in Figure 3 . The MPPT system developed using hybrid fuzzy technique uses a Fuzzy logic controller with a rule viewer, two summing elements, two multiplexers, a differentiator, an input block, four gain elements representing the scaling gains (GU demoralization factor, GE proportional gain, GCE the derivative gain and GIE integral gain). The system developed is shown in Figure 5 . The system is tuned for the optimum output with four scaling gains, which are achieved with GE = 0.1, GCE = 1, GIE = 0.01, GU = 1.5. The converter output obtained from hybrid controller is 21.04 V that was the closest to set point (21.07 V) as compared to PID (20.70V) and FLC (21.03V). The academic performance indices obtained by simulating the system is shown in Figure 6 . 
Comparison of Three MPPT Systems
A comparison is framed for academic performance indices calculated for three MPPT designed and simulated models. This is shown below in Tables 1 to 4 with graph outputs Figures 7 to 10 . Firstly, the comparison is made for Integral of time multiplied by square error (ITSE). Table 1 shows observations for same followed by graphs in Figure 7 . It is observed that ITSE appears the minimum for the hybrid system when compared to intelligent and conventional systems. At the STC temperature of 25 °C, the respective values of errors appear 0.0133 (PID), 0.001610 (FLC) and 0.0004247(PD+I FLC) and on process completion appear 0.0631(PID), 0.005702(FLC) and 0.0008992(PD+I FLC). This proves the least error in PD+I FLC based MPPT system. Next, the comparison is made for Integral of time multiplied by absolute error (ITAE). Table 2 and Figure 8 show the same. From the results, it can be seen that ITAE appears the minimum for the hybrid system when compared to an intelligent and conventional system. At the STC temperature-25°C, the respective values of errors appear 0.0168 (PID), 0.00097(FLC) and 0.000478 (PD+I FLC) and on process completion appear 0.176 (PID), 0.04944 (FLC) and 0.009127 (PD+I FLC). This proves the least error in PD+I FLC-based MPPT system. Next, observations for Integral of absolute error (IAE) are carried out. This is shown in Table 3 followed by graphical outputs in Figure 9 . Table 4 followed by Figure 10 . Thus, it is clear from observations (Tables 1 to 4 ) and graphical displays ( Fig. 7 to  10 ) that the PID controlled system gives very large errors in comparison to FLC and hybrid FLC controlled system. The academic indices are optimized appropriately in hybrid MPPT system when compared to intelligent MPPT system. Also, the converter output is the closest to set point and achieved throughout simulation in comparison to other two systems. This is shown in Figure 11 . 
CONCLUSIONS
The three MPPT systems developed are tested for Academic Performance Indices and its optimization. The converter outputs corresponding to three different controllers are obtained and optimized with the most appropriate results in the hybrid MPPT. It is found that by using suitable values of scaling gains the PD+I FLC system generates the most convenient outputs. It is clear from observations that the academic indices were least calculated for PD+I FLC system and the MPPT output obtained is very close to desired set point. The developed MPPT system can be further used for different application-based systems. The results obtained can serve as an advantage for future scholars and researchers working on MPPT systems.
